500 Memorial Union Workers Dine Tonight

COE VICTORIES FAIL TO TEST IOWA STRENGTH

Weakness of Opponents Rather Than Ability Of Iowa Nine

Win Gamers

Despite a gamely displayed fear of Coe college, the Hawkeye base ball team went over the visitors in four straight games.

The victories over Coe were due largely to the pitching of four consecutive games.

There was no red pitcher, his efforts had included nine innings of relief, and it had only two errors.

Coedorama plans to recommend to the State University of Iowa mid-year recognition of the Coe baseball team.

Football Men Start Battle For Line Jobs

Three Locations Being Considered; Trustees May Resort To Referendum

The situat

FOOTBALL人が“s dinner will be the first in the series of the three-month season. The series will be played over the next three years, each game being held in the city in which the previous game was played.

The series will be divided into three parts: the first part will be played in the state of Iowa; the second part will be played in the state of Illinois; and the third part will be played in the state of Wisconsin.

The series will be played on the following dates:

- First part: Iowa vs. Illinois, July 1
- Second part: Illinois vs. Wisconsin, July 1
- Third part: Wisconsin vs. Iowa, July 1

The series will be played on the following dates:

- First part: Iowa vs. Illinois, July 1
- Second part: Illinois vs. Wisconsin, July 1
- Third part: Wisconsin vs. Iowa, July 1
HEADLESS STATUE 5,500 YEARS OLD

Valuable Discovery Made in Temple Of Sin In City Of Ur Of Chaldees Philadelphia, April 7—Headlines, with the rest of the body well preserved and identified by careful inscriptions, the statue of King Resinur, who originated in the country of Lagash 5,500 years ago, has been found by the joint expedition sent to the ancient city of Ur of the Chaldees by the University of Pennsylvania and the British Museum.

It is now on its way to London with the rest of the remarkable finds made within the site of the Temple of Sin, the innermost, where astronomic first was started as a science. It may be that the statue, which is of the black rock known as diorite, so hard that it will turn the edge of ordinary chisels, will come to the University Museum as Philadelphia's share of the discovery.

If it shall go to the British Museum, then in all likelihood, the University Museum will be a constant reminder of the spirit of sacrifice and service which actuated the givers.

FOOTNOTE BANQUET

The basketball banquet which was held in honor of the expedition has been postponed till next Monday night.

THE QUESTION BOX

(Q. Why not a decorative, memorial, a tower or statue?)

(A. No more ornamental or object of art can do justice to Ur's historic nearness. Their Memorial must be something useful as well as eternal. The Memorial Building will incorporate a distinctive Memorial feature which will be a constant reminder of the kind of service to lofty enterprise that the members of the men in whose building will be a monumental reminder of that spirit of sacrifice and service which actuated the givers.)

CAMPUS LEADERS HEAD MEMORIAL UNION DRIVE

(Continued from page 1)

Bernadine Wendell, A3 of Smithland, and Helen Lawrence, A4 of Enid, Okla., have been out during the past week teaching the Iowa offense to the new recruits, and guard, have been working consistently at guard, and some good material among the men who have not shown up as yet.

FOOTBALL MEN START CAMPUS LEADERS

Kirk Yerkes, quarterback of last year's team which defeated Yale in the last but one and still game of the series, has been working at tackle. Glenn Miller as a nucleus. He has been out for spring practice thus far. Fisher and guard.

The Kodak pictures you took Sunday will be carefully finished and properly finished if left with us...

NEW PROCESS LAUNDRY Phone 294

USE SOFT WATER EXCLUSIVELY

If you do not know the quality of food served at STEELE'S a memorial should be erected to you.

Steele's

Elks Big Revue of 1923 ENGLERT THEATRE

MONDAY — TUESDAY

APRIL 9—10

12 High Class Acts

The best talent from the UNIVERSITY AND CITY Augmented Orchestras of 15 Pieces

BENEFIT FOR THE BOY SCOUTS

ADMISSION $1.00

No Tax

Buy a ticket from the Boys and have it reserved at the Englert Theatre Friday or Saturday.

LET'S DO TONIGHT' TILL THE
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by seeing us do your wash-
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A new firm in the
in the University of Iowa to enter the prize essay contest foun-
dered by the Colonial Dames of Amer-
ic in Iowa. The subject of the essay is: "The Aim of the Founders of the American Constitution." A prize of $100 will be given to the writer of the best essay. The rules of the contest are as fol-
loWS:
1. The essay must not contain
2. The manuscript must be type-

roaring Limehouse.
FABLES and COMEDY

"Aim

"The Man From Glengarry"

"The Pearl of Hawaii" — a

"Don't Worry" by

PASTIME

THEÂRE
LAST TUEO DAY
Two famous stars, who know how to act
RICHARD BARTHELMESS
and
DOROTHY GISH
in the greatest picture of their career

"F.U.R.Y."

9 REELS YOU WON'T FORGET!
Ships and storms and sea—a drama of
rolling decks—a romance of
roaring Limehouse. The biggest
Barthelmess ever made.
A FIRST NATIONAL PICTURE
FABLES and COMEDY
Admission Prices: Afternoon 15-35 Cts.
Evenings and all day Sunday 15-40 Cts.

STARTING TUESDAY FOR 3 DAYS
LOOK! Where you have not seen in a long time
THAT BEAUTIFUL LOOKING BLONDE

May Allison

The Woman Who Fooled Herself
May Allison and Robert Ellis
An American Girl's Tropical Love Story. Thrills—
Romance—Beauty. Also showing that funny comedian
CLYDE COOK in "THE ARTIST"

PATER NEWS
Admission, afternoons—15-35c; Evening, 15-40c.

COMING FRIDAY FOR 4 DAYS
"DOWN TO THE SEA IN SHIPS"
The most stupendous piece of realism ever photographed

GARDEN
TONIGHT AND TUESDAY
PLUS THIS MOTION PICTURE
Vandervell and Feature

JONJA
THE Pearl of Hawaii — "The Swaying Dancing Act"
5 PEOPLE

SECOND FIDDLER
GLENN HUNTER
Admission—Evenings—25-44c
Tuesday afternoon only—10-35c
COMING WEDNESDAY
"The Man From Glengarry"
from the thrilling Northerst story by Ralph Connor.

THE CHRISTIAN
Sir HALL CAINE

ST. PATRICK'S AUDITORIUM
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 11th
Matinees 3:30 p. m., "Rip Van Winkle"
TROY SARG MARMONETES
Evening 8 p. m., "Don Quixote"
Under the direction of The
"The Ten Things Theatre of the Club"
Iowa City Public Library
Original production of
12 New York City
Tickets on sale at Book and
of the Public Library

W. RICHARD DIX, MAE BUSCH,
GARETH HUGHES, PELVIS HAYER,
MARION HAMILTON

GOLDWYN presents
ADAPTED FROM THE
FAMOUS NOVEL AND PLAY BY

STRAND THEATRE
STARTS TOMORROW

WITH RICHARD DIX, MAE BUSCH,
GARETH HUGHES, PELVIS HAYER,
MARION HAMILTON

"THE PILGRIM"
Last time tonight.

THE AGE OLD STRUGGLE BETWEEN RELIGION AND THE LURE OF LUXURY AND PLEASURE!

May Allison

"Mr. Billings Spends His Dime"
A DELIGHT PARAMOUNT PICTURE
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Seating Arrangement Women’s Gymnasium

MEMORIAL UNION WORKERS

6 o’clock tonight

NORTH

TABLE NUMBER 1

Lydia Bernico
Rosa Schindel
H. B. E. Lane
Byron W. Vernon
Thomas A.
Ann B~ssio
Russell Hunter
Clark Barrett
Josephine Daus
Reginald Mars
Roy Roe Risser
Lyman Lyman
Paul Paul
TABLE NUMBER 2

Cat her i ne A l ex nn de r
Wm. Mildred Cotton
Floyd Miller
Millard Gladys Taggart
Beatrice Wado
Darrel G. Hurr I'y
Tom Mell
H. Jno. Hubbard
Ed Oglesby
Wm. Turner
TABLE NUMBER 3

Capt.roysk
V. C. Shortworth
Paul Mc Whir
M. Dyer
L. J. Ellis
Capt. Linda

TABLE NUMBER 4

Capt. Linda
Juanita Sears
Ed Mcllan
Edith Hall
Doris Hays
L. J. Ellis
H. Jno. Hubbard
Ed Oglesby
Wm. Turner

SOUTH

TABLE NUMBER 5

Alice McGrew
Josephine Dean
Ann Crawford
Bessie Brown
Bessie Compton
Lucy Walker
Fowen Beach
Mabel Dean
Jean Phillips
Olga Smedley
Burt George
Burl Burke
Dorothy Smedley
Milla Blinn

TABLE NUMBER 6

Edna Roberts
Kathleen Blinn
Rosa Schindel
H. B. E. Lane
Byron W. Vernon
Thomas A.
Ann B~ssio
Russell Hunter
Clark Barrett
Josephine Daus
Reginald Mars
Roy Roe Risser
Lyman Lyman
Paul Paul
TABLE NUMBER 7

Capt. Roy Carrier
Grace Alexander
Kenneth Hand
Mrs. Collins
Leonard R. Dyer
F. P. Baker
Wm. H. Peck
W. B. S. Ogg
Wm. Turner

TABLE NUMBER 8

Capt. Roy Carrier
Grace Alexander
Kenneth Hand
Mrs. Collins
Leonard R. Dyer
F. P. Baker
Wm. H. Peck
W. B. S. Ogg
Wm. Turner

TABLE NUMBER 9

Dorothy Blinn
Mildred Mariner
Kathleen Miller
Sara A.
Capt. Lillian Smith
Pop. Holliday
Capt. Mildred Winter
Capt. Ernest Miller
Capt. Glenn Miller
Ruth Leader
Sara A.

TABLE NUMBER 10

Capt. Lillian Smith
Pop. Holliday
Capt. Mildred Winter
Capt. Ernest Miller
Capt. Glenn Miller
Ruth Leader
Sara A.

TABLE NUMBER 11

Sara A.

TABLE NUMBER 12

Sara A.

TABLE NUMBER 13

W. J. Davis

TABLE NUMBER 14

Capt. James Fay
Dick Hoyne
Henry Wormley
L. D. Upton

TABLE NUMBER 15

Capt. James Fay
Dick Hoyne
Henry Wormley
L. D. Upton

TABLE NUMBER 16

Capt. James Fay
Dick Hoyne
Henry Wormley
L. D. Upton

TABLE NUMBER 17

Capt. James Fay
Dick Hoyne
Henry Wormley
L. D. Upton

TABLE NUMBER 18

Capt. James Fay
Dick Hoyne
Henry Wormley
L. D. Upton

TABLE NUMBER 19

Capt. James Fay
Dick Hoyne
Henry Wormley
L. D. Upton

TABLE NUMBER 20

Capt. James Fay
Dick Hoyne
Henry Wormley
L. D. Upton

TABLE NUMBER 21

Capt. James Fay
Dick Hoyne
Henry Wormley
L. D. Upton

TABLE NUMBER 22

Capt. James Fay
Dick Hoyne
Henry Wormley
L. D. Upton

TABLE NUMBER 23

Capt. James Fay
Dick Hoyne
Henry Wormley
L. D. Upton

TABLE NUMBER 24

Capt. James Fay
Dick Hoyne
Henry Wormley
L. D. Upton
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